
Pompeo: Al-Qaeda has
new home base in Iran,
threatening region,
Abraham Accords
By TOI STAFF

US secretary of state confirms report that
terror group’s No. 2 was killed in Tehran
last year, but doesn’t say whether Israel
carried out hit

EU warns Iran’s enrichment of
uranium to 20% ‘a matter of deep
concern’

Lebanon to <le urgent complaint to
UN over Israeli breaches of airspace

IAEA chief: Iran moving rapidly to
enrich uranium, mere ‘weeks’ to save
deal

LIVE

Top health o>cial: 17% of
new serious COVID cases
got Grst vaccine shot
By TOI STAFF

Israel sees record-high infections, with
nearly 10,000 on Monday; number of
active cases tops 75,000; 52 more people
have died since Tuesday morning

By LISA MASCARO, ZEKE MILLER and MARY CLARE
JALONICK

Boarding plane to border wall in Texas,
president says House discussions of
removing him over instigation of Capitol riots
are ‘a really terrible thing’

Trump says ‘tremendous
anger’ in US over
impeachment, but urges
‘no violence’

ANALYSIS
TAL SCHNEIDER

Gantz unity plea falls Yat, but
his deep coffers are nothing
to sneeze at
The Blue and White head will bring some NIS
20 million in campaign money to whoever he
joins up with, and while Lapid is interested,
scars and distrust will need to be overcome

Record high of nearly
10,000 daily cases as total
infections surge past
500,000
By TOI STAFF

As British strain spreads, Health Ministry
said considering slashing the amount of
contact time with a confirmed carrier is
required to send an individual into isolation

Israel expands
vaccination drive to
anyone 50 years and up
By TOI STAFF

Move announced hours after anyone
55-plus was made eligible for shots, as
country continues to lead world in
immunization rate with over one in five
given first dose

High Court hears petition
against law that smothered
anti-Netanyahu protests
By TOI STAFF

Justice Meni Mazuz questions timing of
restrictions, whether prime minister’s
involvement in limiting rallies against him
constitutes a conflict of interest

ANALYSIS
BEN SALES

Right anti-Semite,
wrong Trump protest:
Tweets of racist T-shirt
may help bigots
Photo of man wearing ‘6MWE’ shirt,
meaning six million weren’t enough,
shared over 20,000 times despite being
from 2020; experts say extremists could
use it as a straw man defense

TIMES OF ISRAEL PODCAST

PODCAST: The Daily BrieGng
– Gantz’s sorry (not) sorry
plea for anti-Bibi bloc
By TOI STAFF

! / In the run-up to the March election, a ToI
panel dissects the latest political maneuvers,
the unusual Knesset Guard, and anti-
Semitism rampant among those storming
the Capitol

Report: Under PM’s
pressure, panel to give
swift okay to US Embassy
location
By TOI STAFF

PM said to push for expedited process
ahead of Trump’s departure from White
House; committee to approve 2
locations, since Washington hasn’t yet
picked between them

Twitter suspends over 70,000
accounts linked to far-right
QAnon conspiracy
By TOI STAFF and AGENCIES

Social media platform says it took action to
prevent behavior that could lead to ‘offline
harm’; users were engaged in sharing
‘harmful content’

Netanyahu mourns Adelson
as ‘champion of the Jewish
people,’ as tributes pour in

2d ago

Qatar will provide aid to Gaza for
another year, senior Hamas oKcial
says

2d ago

Pompeo cancels last foreign trip
amid Trump impeachment moves

2d ago

52 died of COVID since this morning;
another 5,399 cases recorded since
midnight

Trump, Pence signal common front in
<rst meeting since attack on Capitol

As impeachment bill <led, Democrats
urge Pence to oust Trump on his own

3 Jewish Democrats are leading the
House impeachment charge; 1 is not
on board

Gantz snubbed after reaching out to
opposition leaders to form alliance

Gantz: I was wrong to shake
Netanyahu’s hand, parties that
oppose him must unite

Analysis / Responsible
parties? Fragmenting
political <eld is ripe for
mergers

WHO says global COVID-19 herd
immunity unlikely in 2021 despite
vaccines

In 1st known primate case, gorillas
test positive for virus at San Diego
Zoo

Israel said to be paying average of
$47 per person for P<zer, Moderna
vaccines

5.2 million Israelis to be fully
vaccinated by late March – Health
Ministry plan

Calls to <re Penn prof who gave Nazi
salute during video conference

Top Trump backers compare social
media crackdown on far-right to
Kristallnacht

Smotrich con<rms he’ll split from
Yamina and <eld independent run

Explainer / How the next
Knesset elections differ from
the past 3

Right-wing app Parler booted off
internet over ties to Capitol siege

Top brand names grow skittish about
Trump and GOP after Capitol riots
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Casino mogul Sheldon
Adelson, key backer of
Trump and Netanyahu,
dies at 87
By TOI STAFF

Wife Miriam says the gambling
magnate and philanthropist, who
donated hundreds of millions to GOP
candidates in recent years, died after
‘complications from a long illness’
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MONTREAL — Eighteen-year-old Israeli-Canadian tennis player Denis
Shapovalov made history at last week’s Rogers Cup tournament in
Montreal as the youngest player ever to make the semi-final round, and
made headlines for beating superstar Rafael Nadal en route.

Born in Tel Aviv, Shapovalov also became the first Israeli-born player to
earn a berth in the Rogers Cup semifinals since Harel Levy finished as a
finalist in the 2000 Rogers Cup in Toronto, then called the Tennis Masters
Series Canada.
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Levy was ranked #144 when he went to the final of the 2000 Rogers Cup
tournament, losing to Marat Safin of Russia. To achieve his historical
milestone, Shapovalov, ranked #143, also upset higher ranked players at
the tournament.

“I had my best week of tennis in my career, defeating so many players like
Nadal, who are idols of mine growing up,” Shapovalov told The Times of
Israel.

Shapovalov was knocked out of the tournament late Saturday night, losing
his semifinal match to fourth-seeded Alexander Zverev of Germany.

Israel-born Denis Shapovalov of Canada celebrates his victory over Rafael Nadal of Spain during day seven of the
Rogers Cup on August 10, 2017 in Montreal, Canada. (Minas Panagiotakis/Getty Images/AFP)

Despite losing out on a chance to compete for the cup, the string of
victories boosted Shapovalov’s world ranking to #66 and has earned him
some $220,760 in prize money. Levy achieved a career high #30 ranking in
2001.

Shapovalov and Levy have more than just a tournament statistic in
common — they also shared the same coach. Oded Jacob, a former Israeli
now working with Tennis Canada, helped develop both athletes’ careers,
along with those of fellow Israeli tennis stars Dudi Sela — who was ranked
#90 internationally going into the Rogers Cup this year after a banner
performance at Wimbledon — and Shahar Pe’er, who retired this year with
a career peak rank of #11 in singles in 2011.

Under Jacob’s tutelage, Shapovalov won the prestigious 2015 Junior Davis
Cup in Madrid.

Shapovalov’s parents came from the Soviet Union to Israel in the 1990s,
and he was born in Tel Aviv in 1999. His mother, Tessa Shapovolova, who is
Jewish, wanted to emigrate to Israel despite being an elite tennis player
from the Soviet Union.

“Although my husband Viktor [and father of Denis] is Greek Orthodox and
not Jewish, he was just as eager as I was to go to Israel,” said Tessa
Shapovalova.

Tessa competed in tennis tournaments in Israel and coached Israeli
youngsters while she was there. Denis’s older brother Evgeniy was born in
Israel as well.

“We decided to move to Toronto before Denis was one because it was too
dangerous to continue living in Israel,” Shapovalova said.

Rafael Nadal of Spain congratulates Denis Shapovalov of Canada for his victory during day seven of the Rogers
Cup at Uniprix Stadium on August 10, 2017 in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Denis Shapovalov of Canada defeated
Rafael Nadal of Spain 6-3, 4-6, 6-7. (Minas Panagiotakis/Getty Images/AFP)

The family chose Toronto because of the large Jewish population there,
among other reasons.

Tessa taught tennis for 10 years at the Richmond Hill Tennis Club before
opening her own academy, Tessa Tennis in Vaughn, a suburb of Toronto.
She taught Denis his potent one-handed backhand that along with his
powerful serve generated enthusiasm from his fans in Montreal last week.

“I have many Jewish players as my students. Also, I wanted Denis to
compete for Canada at the Maccabiah Games in Israel, had he not had huge
prominence as a professional tennis player,” said Tessa.

Although born in Israel, it is unclear how tied to the Holy Land — or
Judaism — Shapovalov is since he left as a baby.

“My parents had a hard life and I respect what they had to do. I love
playing for Canada, but am friendly with the Israeli tennis players I met,
such as Dudi Sela [who also competed last week at the Rogers Cup],” said
Shapovalov.

Shapovolov wears a cross around his neck while playing matches.

“Denis identifies with his father’s religion, but I consider him Jewish,” said
Tessa.
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HIS PARENTS CAME FROM THE SOVIET UNION TO ISRAEL IN THE 1990S, AND HE WAS BORN IN TEL AVIV IN 1999

Israeli-born tennis star wears a cross, but his
mother considers him ‘Jewish’

Denis Shapovalov was first Israeli-born player to reach Canada’s Rogers Cup semifinals since 2000, beating Nadal
along the way
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Denis Shapovalov, of Canada, salutes the crowd after defeating Rafael Nadal, of Spain, 3-6, 6-4, 7-6 (4) at the Rogers Cup tennis tournament Thursday, Aug. 10, 2017, in Montreal.
(Paul Chiasson/The Canadian Press via AP)
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Denis Shapovalov does it again, reaches Mo…
Watch later Share

‘I had my best week of tennis in my career,
defeating so many players like Nadal, who are
idols of mine growing up’”
“
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